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• We examine the similarity of foreshock and aftershock moment tensors relative5
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Abstract11

Coseismic rotations of principal stress axes can provide insights into the strength of the12

crust, but it is unclear how common this phenomenon is. We use a nearest-neighbor clus-13

tering algorithm to identify earthquake sequences in the global ISC-GEM catalog and14

the regional Southern California catalog. Using an inner-product-based pairwise mea-15

sure of moment tensor similarity, we demonstrate that, in both catalogs, aftershocks are16

less similar to their respective mainshocks than foreshocks are. We interpret this effect,17

which we call moment tensor scattering, as evidence for widespread coseismic stress ro-18

tations. Moment tensor scattering is observable for a broad range of mainshock magni-19

tudes in both catalogs. We further demonstrate that mainshock-aftershock similarity re-20

covers logarithmically to pre-mainshock levels on decadal timescales. We conclude that21

moment tensor scattering is a generally observable feature of seismic sequences which22

may be useful in future work to discriminate between models of crustal strength.23

Plain Language Summary24

Earthquakes can change the stress field in the surrounding crust. One such change25

is a rotation of the stress tensor’s principal axes, which is called coseismic stress rota-26

tion. Seismologists can make inferences about the strength of the crust by studying these27

rotations. However, it is difficult to study coseismic stress rotations systematically be-28

cause it is unclear if they are a common phenomenon. To study the ubiquity of coseis-29

mic stress rotations, we examine both a global earthquake catalog and a local (South-30

ern California) catalog. We calculate the similarity between aftershock and mainshock31

earthquake mechanisms, and compare this similarity to the similarity between foreshock32

and mainshock mechanisms. We find that aftershock-mainshock mechanism similarity33

is significantly reduced with respect to foreshock-mainshock mechanism similarity. This34

observation is prominent in both the catalogs we study, which we interpret as evidence35

for widespread coseismic stress rotations. We also find that coseismic stress rotations may36

linger for decadal timescales after an earthquake occurs. Demonstrating that coseismic37

stress rotations are a generally observable feature of seismic sequences facilitates our abil-38

ity to study them systematically. Future studies of coseismic stress rotations will help39

us to address the question of whether the crust is high-strength or low-strength in seis-40

mogenic regions.41

1 Introduction42

The strength of the crust in seismogenic regions has long been the subject of de-43

bate. Laboratory measurements of the frictional strength of fault materials and in situ44

stress measurements from borehole breakout data have been used to argue the crust is45

capable of supporting differential stresses on the order of hundreds of MPa (Byerlee, 1978;46

Zoback & Healy, 1992). Other measurements of fault properties, however, suggest that47

the true strength of major faults might be reduced from these expectations by an order48

of magnitude. The so-called heat flow paradox along the San Andreas fault (Brune et49

al., 1969), in which researchers have identified the absence of a frictional heat flow anomaly50

and nearly fault-normal maximum compressive stress, has been interpreted as evidence51

that the crust is weak (Zoback, 2000).52

Although the absolute magnitude of stress cannot be measured directly at seismo-53

genic depths, it is still possible to examine how the stress field responds to perturbations54

caused by earthquakes. Quantitative measurements of the rotation of principal stress axes55

after earthquakes can provide insight into the strength of the crust and fault mechan-56

ics. A common approach to measuring coseismic stress rotations involves the inversion57

of focal mechanisms for the stress field (e.g. Michael (1987); Hardebeck and Michael (2006);58

Mart́ınez-Garzón et al. (2016)), which can then be temporally partitioned to study changes59

induced by large earthquakes. The principal stress axes have been seen to rotate by as60
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much as 30° close to the mainshock after large earthquakes (Holt et al., 2013; Hardebeck,61

2012; Hasegawa et al., 2011). By binning aftershock mechanisms in time, stress rotation62

studies can also measure the postseismic response of the stress field, which can provide63

information on postseismic fault processes and the timescale of tectonic reloading. Re-64

cent studies have utilized dense arrays and comprehensive seismicity catalogs to show65

that rebound of the stress field to its pre-mainshock state can be observed over months66

to years following a large earthquake (e.g., Ickrath et al. (2014); Hardebeck (2012)).67

Two competing physical models have been proposed to explain observed stress ro-68

tations. The most widely applied framework relates the magnitude of the stress rota-69

tion to the size of the earthquake stress drop relative to the background deviatoric stress70

acting on the fault (Hardebeck & Hauksson, 2001). This model predicts the occurrence71

of observable stress rotations if the stress drop is roughly the same order of magnitude72

as the background deviatoric stress. This model has been applied to observations of post-73

mainshock stress rotations to argue that fault zones are only capable of supporting de-74

viatoric stresses on the order of a typical earthquake stress drop (∼ 1−10 MPa) (Hardebeck75

& Okada, 2018).76

Alternatively, it has been proposed that apparent stress rotations measured from77

aftershock mechanisms are an artifact caused by biased spatial sampling of pre-existing78

stress heterogeneities (Smith & Dieterich, 2010; Smith & Heaton, 2011). In this model,79

aftershocks are promoted in patches where the local stress field aligns with stress field80

changes caused by the mainshock. This biased sampling induces an apparent stress ro-81

tation which may be orders of magnitude greater than the true stress change, so that82

observations of apparent stress rotations are compatible with a strong crust.83

Efforts to discriminate between these proposed models are impeded by the unan-84

swered question of whether stress changes are generally observable features of seismic-85

ity, or instead occur only under favorable conditions (Hardebeck & Loveless, 2018). Ro-86

bust observations of coseismic stress changes have been limited to moderate to large earth-87

quakes at subduction zones and along transform boundaries. Hardebeck (2012) exam-88

ined great subduction zone earthquakes and identified stress rotations for all events with89

M ≥ 8.7. Several earthquakes with M < 8.7, however, were associated with statisti-90

cally insignificant or no post-mainshock stress rotations. Although stress rotations have91

been confirmed for earthquakes as small as magnitude 5.5 near dense seismic arrays (Mart́ınez-92

Garzón et al., 2016), studies of some larger earthquakes have reported no detectable co-93

seismic stress changes (e.g., Townend and Zoback (2001); Townend et al. (2012); Provost94

and Houston (2003)). Due to this poor sampling of magnitudes, the ubiquity of coseis-95

mic stress rotations, and the magnitude range at which they may be observed, have not96

been systematically constrained. Providing additional evidence for ubiquitous, detectable97

coseismic stress changes would increase the number of candidate earthquakes for study-98

ing these stress changes.99

In this study, our contributions are as follows. We quantitatively assess the sim-100

ilarity between aftershocks and their corresponding mainshocks to investigate the gen-101

eral observability of coseismic stress changes at local and global scales. These mecha-102

nism similarity data can be statistically compared with similarity between foreshocks and103

mainshocks. Increased dissimilarity between mainshocks and aftershocks relative to the104

foreshock-mainshock baseline would provide evidence for detectable stress changes in the105

wake of mainshocks.106

2 Methods107

2.1 Seismicity catalogs108

Our analysis is focused on aspects of moment tensors at both global and regional109

scales, and thus we work with catalogs of moment tensors. For the global scale, we an-110
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alyze the ISC-GEM Global Instrumental Earthquake Catalogue with Global Centroid111

Moment Tensor (GCMT) solutions attached (D. A. Storchak et al., 2013; D. Storchak112

et al., 2015; Di Giacomo et al., 2018; Bondár et al., 2015; Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ek-113

ström et al., 2012). We work only with events in the catalog that occurred after 1976,114

since this is the start date of the GCMT catalog. Presently, the GEM catalog is com-115

plete through 2017. The catalog is filtered with a lower cutoff magnitude of 5.45, and116

only events with reported GCMT solutions are retained for analysis. Although it is pos-117

sible that some low-magnitude events were not captured due to limited Global Seismo-118

graphic Network coverage in the early years of GCMT operation, the clustering method-119

ology which we use to identify foreshock-mainshock-aftershock sequences has been demon-120

strated to be robust to magnitude incompleteness (Zaliapin & Ben-Zion, 2013). The fi-121

nal catalog contains 17,096 events.122

We also analyze the waveform cross-correlation relocated seismicity catalog for South-123

ern California (Hauksson et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2007) in order to complement our global124

analysis with a high-quality catalog which includes smaller, local events. Based on the125

conclusions of Hutton et al. (2010), we select 1.8 as the completeness magnitude (Mc),126

resulting in 185,805 events for the period 1981-2019. We then associate events in our cat-127

alog with focal mechanisms reported by Yang et al. (2012).128

2.2 Cluster analysis129

Our study is focused on analyzing the behavior of earthquake clusters. To iden-130

tify sequences of clustered seismicity, we use the nearest-neighbor-distance method of Zaliapin131

and Ben-Zion (2013) (NND), which makes relatively minimal assumptions about the sta-132

tistical properties of seismicity. We apply the same clustering methodology to both cat-133

alogs, and describe the general approach below.134

The NND method involves (i) computing a space-time distance between all pairs135

of events in the catalog, (ii) constructing a large directed acyclic tree, and (iii) break-136

ing the links when the NND exceeds some threshold. This provides a straightforward ap-137

proach to grouping events into clusters. The method has previously been applied to both138

of the catalogs we use and shown to work effectively. Here, we apply the method to these139

catalogs without modification, using the parameters described in Zaliapin and Ben-Zion140

(2013) and Zaliapin and Ben-Zion (2016). Following Zaliapin and Ben-Zion (2013), we141

use a Gaussian mixture model to determine the optimal threshold for breaking the links142

from the data.143

To quantify the similarity between two moment tensors, M1 and M2, we use the144

cosine similarity, r ∈ [−1, 1], defined as145

r =

∑
i

∑
j M

1
ijM

2
ij

∥M1∥∥M2∥
. (1)146

Here, ∥ · ∥ denotes the Euclidean norm. This operation is an extension of the normal-147

ized dot product to tensors and has been previously used to compare stress tensors (Hardebeck,148

2014). A value of r = −1 indicates antisimilarity, r = 0 indicates orthogonality, and149

r = 1 indicates that the tensors are geometrically identical. Intermediate values indi-150

cate some degree of rotation or, in the case of the global catalog, differential non-double-151

couple contributions between a pair of moment tensors.152

We use the cosine similarity metric to include not only rotations of double-couple153

components but differences in non-double-couple moment tensor components in our anal-154

ysis. In order to make use of the same similarity metric for both the ISC-GEM and SCSN155

catalogs, we convert SCSN focal mechanism parameters to moment tensors to compute156

pairwise similarity values. While moment tensors associated with the SCSN catalog are157

entirely double-couple by construction, having been converted from focal mechanism pa-158
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rameters, we retain the full the moment tensor solutions reported by the GCMT cata-159

log.160

3 Results161

The NND clustering algorithm sorts each catalog into discrete clusters of events162

(sequences), resulting in 12,265 clusters for the global catalog and and 112,186 clusters163

for the SCSN catalog. Of these clusters, 10,472 in the ISC-GEM catalog and 48,713 in164

the SCSN catalog are classified by the algorithm as so-called ”singles” which are clus-165

tered with no other event in the catalog. We discard these events to study sequences com-166

posed of more than one earthquake, resulting in 1,793 sequences for the ISC-GEM cat-167

alog and 11,122 sequences for the SCSN catalog. Following Zaliapin and Ben-Zion (2013),168

we classify the highest-magnitude event within a sequence as the mainshock; events within169

the sequence that precede the mainshock are classified as foreshocks, and events in the170

sequence that occur after the mainshock are classified as aftershocks. Within the ISC-171

GEM catalog, we identify 942 foreshocks, 1,793 mainshocks, and 3,889 aftershocks. Sim-172

ilarly for the SCSN catalog, we obtain 7,521 foreshocks, 26,968 mainshocks, and 55,667173

aftershocks after filtering to remove events for which no focal mechanism parameters are174

reported by Yang et al. (2012).175

For both catalogs, we calculate r values for all foreshock-mainshock pairs and aftershock-176

mainshock pairs, which generates two distributions which we refer to as rF and rA, re-177

spectively. These distributions contain information about the source mechanism simi-178

larity of foreshock-mainshock pairs and aftershock-mainshock pairs stacked over all se-179

quences in a catalog. Pairwise moment tensor similarity values are not calculated for foreshock-180

mainshock or mainshock-aftershock pairs in the SCSN catalog whenever one event is miss-181

ing focal mechanism information. We then compare the rF and rA distributions for both182

catalogs (represented as cumulative distribution functions in Fig. 1) to identify evidence183

of lower rA values relative to rF . We calculate 95% global confidence bands on the CDFs184

through bootstrapping (Loh, 2008). Both rF and rA distributions are concentrated near185

the maximum value of 1.0, indicating that, within both catalogs, mechanisms of fore-186

shocks and aftershocks are generally similar to those of their corresponding mainshocks.187

We additionally find that, for both catalogs, rA tends to be significantly lower than rF .188

For the ISC-GEM catalog, the mean values of rF and rA are 0.742 and 0.600, respec-189

tively. For the SCSN catalog, the mean values of rF and rA are respectively 0.666 and190

0.437. We refer to this heightened dissimilarity between mainshock and aftershock mech-191

anisms as moment tensor scattering. We interpret this ubiquitous mainshock-aftershock192

dissimilarity as resulting from widespread mainshock-induced changes to the local stress193

field (coseismic stress rotations).194

We note that this pairwise analysis is naturally biased towards large magnitude earth-195

quakes with productive aftershock sequences. A small number of sequences in each cat-196

alog are comprised of a significantly larger number of events than the other sequences.197

In the SCSN catalog, aftershocks associated with the MW 7.3 Landers and MW 7.2 El Mayor198

- Cucapah earthquakes account for 31.7% of the total number of aftershocks in the cat-199

alog. Similarly, in the ISC-GEM catalog, MW ≥ 8 events account for only 1.6% of main-200

shocks with aftershocks, but these events produce 21.1% of the observed aftershocks. Be-201

cause of this natural bias, it is difficult to conclude from this analysis alone whether the202

observed moment tensor scattering signal is the result of scattering over the entire cat-203

alog or whether it is produced by a small handful of large-magnitude earthquakes.204

An alternative way to examine moment tensor similarity is by giving more weight205

to the smaller sequences, which highlights different, but complementary, components of206

the data. We can compute weighted versions of rF and rA by weighting each observa-207

tion inversely by the number of foreshocks and aftershocks in that sequence. We calcu-208

late a single mean value of rF and rA for every sequence which has foreshocks or after-209
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Figure 1. Cumulative distribution functions of rF and rA calculated with (left) the ISC-GEM

catalog and (right) the SCSN catalog. Note that rA values are overall lower than rF values.

Figure 2. Cumulative distribution functions of sequence-averaged rF and rA distributions

calculated over sequences from (left) the ISC-GEM catalog and (right) the SCSN catalog.

shocks, respectively. These values form new rF and rA distributions which we refer to210

as sequence-averaged (Fig. 2). Within these sequence-averaged r distributions, sequences211

of any length are represented by a single value in rF and rA, so that these distributions212

are biased towards short foreshock and aftershock sequences (which account for the ma-213

jority of sequences in both catalogs).214

For both catalogs, we observe that the sequence-averaged rF and rA distributions215

are separated, indicating that moment tensor scattering is observable for many sequences216

in each catalog and not exclusively for sequences with high mainshock magnitude MM .217

However, the difference between the rF and rA distributions is reduced in this analysis218

relative to the previous pairwise analysis. This effect is particularly prominent for the219

SCSN catalog. While the difference between sequence-averaged rF and rA for the SCSN220

catalog is statistically significant according to our global confidence bands, the magni-221
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Figure 3. Cumulative distribution functions of rF and rA calculated for the ISC-GEM catalog

using ∆-analyses. Moment tensor scattering is negligible for ∆ = 1.0, but statistically significant

separation of the foreshock-mainshock and aftershock-mainshock similarity distributions is visible

for analyses with ∆ ≥ 1.5.

tude of the difference between the distributions is minimal. The weighting scheme we222

have introduced deweights contributions to the distributions from higher magnitude main-223

shocks, which are farther from the catalog’s magnitude of completeness and are thus more224

likely to have productive aftershock sequences. The corresponding reduction in the mag-225

nitude of moment tensor scattering indicates that moment tensor scattering is more eas-226

ily observed for sequences with large mainshocks relative to MC , or equivalently, earth-227

quake sequences with higher MM −MA values (where MA denotes aftershock magni-228

tude).229

Understanding the degree to which the ∆ = MM −MA value affects the observ-230

ability of moment tensor scattering has important implications for stress rotation stud-231

ies. For example, if moment tensor scattering is only significant for mainshock-aftershock232

pairs with large differences in magnitude, stress rotations will not be detectable for earth-233

quakes with a magnitude close to the magnitude of completeness. In order to quantify234

the control of ∆ values on the detectability of moment tensor scattering, we perform a235

series of so-called ∆-analyses (e.g. Zaliapin and Ben-Zion (2013)), wherein we recalcu-236

late rA and rF including only: (i) mainshocks with M > MC +∆, and (ii) foreshocks237

and aftershocks with M > MM −∆.238

We calculate pairwise foreshock and aftershock similarity distributions by comput-239

ing and stacking mainshock similarity values for all foreshock-mainshock and aftershock-240

mainshock pairs which meet the above criteria. This analysis allows us to test the ob-241

servability of moment tensor scattering for sequences with small ∆ values. Results for242

both catalogs for ∆ = 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 are reported in Figs. 3 and 4.243

For both catalogs, rF and rA grow progressively more differentiated with increas-244

ing ∆ values. A statistically significant differentiation of the distributions can be observed245

for ∆ISC ≥ 1.5 for the ISC-GEM catalog and ∆SCSN ≥ 2.0 for the SCSN catalog.246

These values indicate that moment tensor scattering is observable even for mainshock-247

aftershock pairs with relatively small differences in magnitude. This observation suggests248

that moment tensor scattering may be measurable even for events which have magni-249

tudes which are relatively close to the magnitude of completeness. We identify this ob-250

servation as evidence for moment tensor scattering being a pervasive characteristic of251

seismicity which is observable across a wide range of magnitudes at local and global scales.252
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Figure 4. Same as Fig. 3, but for the SCSN catalog. Statistically significant separation be-

tween rF and rA emerges at ∆ = 2.0.

3.1 Temporal analysis253

Given that we are studying the similarity of aftershock focal mechanisms with re-254

spect to the mainshock, it is natural to wonder if our observations of moment tensor scat-255

tering vary with the time elapsed since the mainshock. To investigate, we bin aftershocks256

by the logarithm of time elapsed since the mainshock and calculate rA within these bins.257

Our selected bins for the ISC-GEM catalog span the range [-2, 5] logarithmic days elapsed258

since the mainshock, with a bin width of one logarithmic unit. For the SCSN catalog,259

we use bins spanning the range [-3, 4] logarithmic days with a bin width of one logarith-260

mic unit. Within each bin, we calculate the mean of rA and estimate uncertainty as 2261

· standard error. We find that no monotonic trend in time is evident for the ISC-GEM262

and SCSN catalogs (Fig. 5). Motivated by our previous observation that moment ten-263

sor scattering is more easily observable for higher magnitude mainshocks, we focus our264

analysis on the ISC-GEM catalog and introduce a lower MM cutoff to our calculations265

of foreshock and aftershock similarity distributions, excluding sequences for which MM266

is below this cutoff. We progressively increase this cutoff value, at each step examining267

the variability of aftershock values in time. For a lower MM cutoff of MW 7.0, we observe268

that average time-binned rA values increase with logarithmic time beginning 10 days af-269

ter the mainshock. When the lower MM cutoff is increased to MW 7.5, this temporal trend270

becomes more significant (Fig. 5). We observe that mean aftershock similarity is low-271

est during the one-day period following the mainshock. A significant and monotonic re-272

bound in aftershock similarity commences after one day and continues to be observable273

to 104 days (27.4 years) post-mainshock, which is comparable to the duration of the en-274

tire catalog. At 104 days post-mainshock, mean aftershock similarity values roughly cor-275

respond to the mean pre-mainshock foreshock similarity value for sequences with MM ≥276

7.5 (0.785). The apparent longevity of the stress field’s response to large earthquakes sug-277

gests that these earthquakes induce detectable alterations to the regional stress field that278

may persist on decadal timescales.279

For each increase of the lower MM cutoff value, we repeat the time-binning anal-280

ysis on rF values to search for evidence of temporal variability of foreshock-mainshock281

similarity. We find that foreshock similarity values, in contrast to aftershock similarity282

values, display no temporal dependence. This observation is consistent with our inter-283

pretation of foreshock-mainshock similarity as a proxy for a relatively stable state of pre-284

mainshock stress which is then altered during mainshocks.285
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Figure 5. Top left: mean values of aftershock similarity for the SCSN catalog binned by time

since the mainshock. Top right: time-binned mean values of aftershock similarity for the ISC-

GEM catalog. Bottom left: time-binned mean values of aftershock similarity for the ISC-GEM

catalog with a minimum mainshock magnitude cutoff of 7.0. Bottom right: time-binned mean

values of aftershock similarity for the ISC-GEM catalog with a minimum mainshock magnitude

cutoff of 7.0. The mean value of foreshock similarity for sequences included in this plot, which is

stationary in time, is shown in blue. For all mean values plotted, error bars are estimated as 2 ·
standard error.
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4 Discussion286

Coseismic stress rotations are usually identified by inverting for a pre-mainshock287

and a post-mainshock state of stress. These stress tensor inversions require manual spa-288

tial and temporal binning, and rely upon the availability of both foreshock and after-289

shock mechanisms (Michael, 1987). Additionally, accounting for focal mechanism uncer-290

tainty and the natural variability of focal mechanisms within sequences, stress rotations291

must exceed an uncertainty threshold of up to 10° (Hardebeck & Okada, 2018). Previ-292

ous studies have successfully identified post-mainshock stress heterogeneities by directly293

comparing aftershock source mechanisms (Beroza & Zoback, 1993). Trugman et al. (2020)294

analyzed focal mechanism similarity between aftershocks of the Ridgecrest sequence us-295

ing the Kagan angle measure, demonstrating that mechanism similarity between neigh-296

boring aftershocks drops significantly post-mainshock and interpreting this observation297

as evidence for a heterogenous state of stress near the rupture area. Using direct com-298

parisons of seismic sources to search for apparent stress changes after earthquakes avoids299

the uncertainty and nonuniqueness associated with inversions for the stress state (Hardebeck300

& Okada, 2018).301

By stacking observations of foreshock-mainshock similarity and aftershock-mainshock302

similarity from multiple sequences within the ISC-GEM and SCSN catalogs, we show303

that moment tensors of aftershocks tend to be more scattered, or less similar to the main-304

shock than foreshocks. Examining both the local and global catalogs together, we con-305

clude that moment tensor scattering is observable on both scales. We also demonstrate306

that moment tensor scattering is observable for mainshock-aftershock pairs with small307

values of ∆. We interpret this phenomenon as evidence for the general ubiquity of co-308

seismic stress rotations, resulting in aftershock mechanisms which are, on average, less309

aligned with the mainshock than pre-mainshock earthquake mechanisms. Although our310

stacking approach allows us to identify moment tensor scattering as a general feature311

of our catalogs, this technique does not allow us to quantify the degree of stress rota-312

tion for individual sequences.313

The demonstrated generality of moment tensor scattering greatly expands the po-314

tential for observations of coseismic stress rotations in the lithosphere, which will enable315

enhanced study of the stress rotation phenomenon in the future. The prevalence of mo-316

ment tensor scattering for sequences with small ∆ values suggests that stress rotations317

may be expected even for earthquakes which are close to a catalog’s magnitude of com-318

pleteness. Where available, high-quality regional focal mechanism catalogs may be used319

to systematically analyze apparent stress rotations. This prospect mitigates what has320

been a major obstacle in the study of these stress changes, and will enable further test-321

ing of the proposed models of coseismic stress changes, with important implications for322

interpreting the strength of faults.323

Temporal analysis of aftershock similarity suggests that the stress field in the litho-324

sphere may continue to rebound from perturbations caused by large (MW ≥ 7.5) earth-325

quakes over decadal timescales. Existing observations of the longevity of apparent stress326

changes from individual earthquakes are highly variable; most studies identify a near-327

complete stress field recovery on the scale of months to years (e.g., Ickrath et al. (2014);328

Hauksson (1994); Zhao et al. (1997)), although some studies measure much slower re-329

covery times, or are unable to resolve temporal recovery at all (Hardebeck & Okada, 2018).330

The average rate of aftershock similarity rebound recovered in our study probably rep-331

resents a summed contribution from multiple processes occurring at different timescales.332

Our observation that the stress field continues to respond to large mainshocks up to 104333

days post-mainshock suggests that variability in the apparent stress field could result from334

tectonic reloading, the activation of long-lived fault processes, or a viscoelastic response335

in the mantle. We also observe that aftershock similarity rebound is more readily ob-336

served for higher magnitude earthquakes. By selecting for higher magnitudes, we bias337

our mainshock selection to include a greater proportion of subduction zone sequences.338
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Thus, the observed magnitude dependence might reflect a contribution of mantle pro-339

cesses to the timescale of aftershock similarity rebound, although the ISC-GEM cata-340

log contains too few large non-subduction zone mainshocks to formally test this idea.341

5 Open Research342

The ISC-GEM catalog (D. A. Storchak et al., 2013; D. Storchak et al., 2015; Di Gi-343

acomo et al., 2018; Bondár et al., 2015) is available for download at https://www.isc344

.ac.uk/iscgem/. GCMT solutions (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012) are345

available for download at https://globalcmt.org. Southern California data products346

are from the Southern California Seismic Network and Southern California Earthquake347

Data Center (doi:10.7909/C3WD3xH1). The waveform cross-correlation relocated SCSN348

catalog (Hauksson et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2007) and focal mechanism data for this cat-349

alog (Yang et al., 2012) are available for download at https://scedc.caltech.edu/data/350

downloads.html.351
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